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Abstract

The available Instruction Level Parallelism in Java
bytecode (Java-ILP) is not readily exploitable using
traditional in-order or out-of-order issue mechanisms due
to dependencies involving stack operands. The
sequentialization due to stack dependency can be
overcome by identifying bytecode traces, which are
sequences of bytecode instructions that when executed
leave the operand stack in the same state as it was at the
beginning of the sequence. Instructions from different
bytecode traces have no stack-operand dependency and
hence can be executed in parallel on multiple operand
stacks. In this paper, we propose a simultaneous multi-
trace instruction issue (SMTI) architecture for a
processor that can issue instructions from multiple
bytecode traces to exploit Java-ILP. The proposed
architecture can easily take advantage of nested folding
to further increase the ILP. Extraction of bytecode traces
and nested bytecode folding are done in software, during
the method verification stage, and add little run-time
overhead. We carried out our experiments in our SMTI
simulation environment with SPECjvm98, Scimark
benchmarks and the Linpack workload. Simultaneous
multi-trace issue combined with nested folding resulted in
an average ILP speedup gain of 54% over the base in-
order single-issue Java processor.

1. Introduction

With platform independenceas its core feature,Java
technologyhasbecomeextremelypopularandis found in
a variety of systems,rangingfrom embeddedsystemsto
high performanceserver systems. The wide spread
deploymentof Javaalso necessitatesthe needfor high
performance.First we review relatedworks on efficient
execution of Java Programs.

1.1. Related Work

Generalpurposeand high performancemachinesuse
either interpretationor Just-In-Time(JIT) compilationto

convert the Javabytecodesto native instructionswhich
are then run on conventional processors. While
interpretationis simple, it is neither efficient nor well-
suitedto highperformanceapplications.TheJIT approach
[3, 23], incursruntimeoverheadsin translatingbytecodes
to nativecode,althoughtheefficiency in executingnative
code more than offsets the translation cost. Recent
researchhas led to adaptive dynamic compilation in
whichmethodsthatarerepeatedlyexecutedareadaptively
retranslatedand traditional compiler optimizations are
then applied to obtain more efficient translatedcode [1,
6]. 

Processorsto execute bytecode directly are also
becoming popular as increasingly larger number of
complexserverapplicationsare developedin Javaand it
is important to achievevery high performancefor these
server applications [8, 9, 13]. The designs of such
processorsare mainly based on stack architectures.
Althoughsuchprocessorshaveprimarily beenconsidered
for embeddedapplications, they are also now slowly
beingadaptedfor high-endserverapplications. A major
issue in thesearchitecturesis that the extent of ILP is
limited by thedependency(introducedby stackoperands)
between Java bytecodes.

Several techniquesto exploit available ILP in Java
bytecodehavebeeninvestigatedin recentresearch[4, 5,
12, 15, 18]. Stackoperationfolding is onetechniquethat
eliminatesstackoperanddependencyby convertinga set
of bytecodesinto a register-basedinstruction[2, 21]. This
alsosavespipelinecyclesby eliminatingredundantstack-
copyoperations.Sun'spicoJava-IIprocessordoessimple
instructionfolding in hardwareat the decodestageof its
pipeline [14]. It also implementsthe stack cacheas a
register file for parallel accessof stack operandsto
eliminate the inefficiencies of stack operations.More
complex folding techniques,such as nestedfolding, are
usedto further reducestackoperanddependency,but at
the expense of increased hardware complexity [2, 4]. 

FurtherILP canbeexploitedby combiningmultiple in-
orderinstructionissueandstackoperationfolding, sothat
folded instructionsoperatedirectly on registeroperands
and in parallel. However, the extent of ILP is limited



when execution is restricted to program order [15].
There have been studies on using thread level

parallelism (TLP) to extract coarse-grainedparallelism
from Javabytecodes.Sun'sMAJC processorproposesa
way to run Java methodsas threadsin hardwareand
includesspeculativeexecutionof multiple threadson to
multipleprocessors(on-chip)in orderto exploit TLP [12].
Another similar concept was implementedin the Java
Multi-ThreadedProcessor(JMTP)architecture,consisting
of a single chip with an off-the-shelf general-purpose
processorcore coupled with an array of Java Thread
Processors(JTP)[5]. However,theJavacodeneedsto be
JIT compiledfor the MAJC processor,andfor the latter,
compiler intelligence is neededto identify the set of
concurrent threads that can be forked as JTP threads.

1.2. Overview of our Work

In this paper,we proposeto exploit fine-grainedILP
throughthe useof out-of-ordermultiple instructionissue
and speculative execution. The basic concept is a
bytecode trace, which enablesout-of-ordermulti-issueof
Javabytecodes.A bytecode-traceis a sequenceof Java
bytecodesthathasno stackoperanddependencywith any
otherbytecodesin a method.Eachbytecode-tracecanrun
independentof, and in parallel with, other traces,on a
separateoperandstack. To avoid hardwarecomplexity,
we extractbytecode-tracesin softwareduring the method
verification stage,where integrity checksarecarriedout
on the bytecodesof a method before the method is
executed.We proposeto alsoincludefolding of bytecodes
in the methodverification phase.In addition to reducing
the hardwarecomplexity, software folding allows us to
takeadvantageof (i) morecomplexfolding patterns,and
(ii) nested folding. Our experimentswith SPECjvm98
benchmarks reveal that the software overheads in
extractingbytecode-tracesandin folding bytecodesareno
more than 28% of the methodverification time, which
amounts to less than 5% of the total execution time.

The proposed architecture is evaluated using
SPECjvm98, Scimark benchmarks and Linpack
workloads.The multi-issueschedulingof bytecodetraces
within a basicblock resultedin an averageILP speedup
gain of 13.5%. Bytecode-traces when combined with
instructionfolding yielded an averageILP speedupgain
of 54%.

In the following sectionwe give the motivation for
extractingJavaILP using bytecode-traces.In section3,
we discuss Java bytecode-traceextraction. Section 4
describes the proposed architecture. We present
performance results in Section 5. The last section
summarizes our work.

2. Motivation

Consider, for example, the code snippet shown in
Table1 that illustrateshow stackdependencieslimit ILP
in Java bytecodes. 

Table 1. Example code snippet and corresponding
bytecodes and folded instructions.

Sample code snippet
     x = (a*b) + (b*c);
     y = (a*(c-(b*d)));

 
  Java bytecodes

 Operand
stack

contents

Java Instructions

Folded Nested folded

b1
b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8

b9
b10
b11
b12
b13
b14
b15
b16

iload a 
iload b
mul 
iload b
iload c
mul
add
istore

iload a
iload c
iload b
iload d
mul
sub
mul
istore 

a 
a, b
t1(=a*b)
t1, b
t1, b, c
t1,t2(=b*c)
x(=t1+t2)

a
a, c
a, c, b
a, c, b, d
a,c,t3(=b*d)
a,t4(=c-t3)
y (=a*t4)

mul a, b, t1

mul b, c, t2
add t1,t2, x

iload a
iload c

mul b,d, t3
sub stack[top],t3,t4
mul stack[top],t4,y

mul a, b, t1

mul b, c, t2
add t1,t2, x

mul b, d, t3
sub c,t3, t4
mul a, t4, y

The secondcolumn in Table 1 showsthe contentsof
the operandstack after the executionof each bytecode
instruction. Assume that the operandstack is initially
empty. Then, the operandstack contains one or more
operandsafter bytecodeinstructionb1 and remainsnon-
empty until after instruction b8. Thus the bytecode
instructionsb1 to b8 have to executesequentiallyon a
stack machine,as they dependon the contentsof the
operandstack.Suchdependenciesarereferredto asstack
dependencies. Bytecodeinstructionsstarting from b9 are
stack-independentof anyof theearlierinstructions,but in
an in-order issuemachineb9 cannotbe issueduntil all
earlier instructions(b1 to b8) havebeenissued. Thus a
simplestackmachinecannotexploit anyparallelismin the
above sequence.Assuming each instruction takes one
cycle to execute,the Javabytecodesequenceshown in
Figure 1 will  take 16 cycles  in a strict stack machine. 

In the given bytecodesequence,the operandstack
becomesempty after executinginstruction b8 and also
after instructionb16. More precisely,if the stackpointer
is pointing to somepositionp at the beginningof a Java
methodor a basicblock, thenafterexecutingthesequence
of bytecodeinstructionsb1 to b8, thestackpointerregains
its old valuep. We shall usetheterm clean-stack-point to
refer to a point at which the stack-pointervalued is
restored in such a manner. The sequenceof Java
bytecodes between any two consecutive clean-stack-
pointsform a bytecode-trace. Sinceeachbytecode-traceis
stackindependentof everyotherbytecode-trace,multiple
bytecode-tracescan be executed in parallel. In the
exampleof Table 1, thereare two bytecodetraces:one
from b1 to b8 and anotherfrom b9 to b16. By taking
instructions from different bytecodetraces and issuing
them in parallel to multiple functional units, each of
whichhasits own privateoperandstack,instruction-level-
parallelismcanbe exploited.We refer to this instruction-
issue approachas simultaneous multi-trace instruction



issue (SMTI). SMTI is similar to the approaches followed
in Simultaneous Multithreading architectures and Trace
Processor [22, 16]. If the bytecodes in Table 1 are issued
in this manner, execution of the entire sequence will
require only 8 cycles, in contrast with the 16 needed with
in-order single issue stack machine.

Table 2. Per-cycle parallel execution of Table-1
instructions on in-order multi-issue and multi-trace-
issue processors.

Cy
cle
#

in-order multi-issue +
 folding

 in-order multi-
issue +

 nested folding

multi-trace-issue +
 nested folding

issue slot #1 issue slot #2
1 mul a,b,t1

mul b,c,t2
add t1,t2,x

mul a,b,t1 
mul b,c,t2
add t1,t2,x

mul a,b,t1    mul b,d,t3

2 iload a mul b,d,t3 mul b,c,t2    sub c,t3,t4
3 iload c sub c,t3,t4 add t1,t2,x   mul a,t4,y
4 mul b,d,t3 mul a,t4,y
5 sub stack[top],t3,t4
6 mul stack[top] t4,y

With instruction folding, the bytecode sequence shown
in Table 1 can be executed in 8 cycles in an in-order
single issue machine. For example, in Table 1, bytecode
instructions b1 to b3 may be replaced with a single folded
instruction: ���������
	������� In this example, operands a
and b are local variable and can be accessed in parallel
from a local variable register file. Further reduction in
redundant stack operations can be achieved by nested
folding. Table 1 illustrates that the bytecode instructions
b9 and b10, which could not be folded in simple folding,
can be eliminated in nested folding. With nested folding,
the bytecode sequence can now be executed in 6 cycles on
an in-order single issue machine. Combining bytecode
traces and nested folding, the example sequence can be
executed in just 3 cycles as shown in Table 2. Software
folding has two main advantages: (i) it is more flexible, as
the algorithm can be changed to cover more complex
folding patterns; (ii) nested folding takes little time (2% to
6% of method verification time) and eliminates the need
for the complex hardware.

3. Bytecode Trace and Instruction Folding

In this section we describe the extraction of bytecode
traces and the nested folding of bytecode instructions in
software, during the method verification stage. The
method verification process is mandatory for server JVMs
to check the integrity of the Java bytecodes of a method
for security purposes [10]. Hence, performing bytecode
trace extraction, local variable data dependence analysis
and nested folding during the verification process
simplifies the hardware implementation at the cost of a
very small penalty in time. 

3.1. Bytecode  Trace Extraction

The method verification procedure is invoked in the
trap handler, and a trap signal is generated when a

method-invocation bytecode (invokevirtual,
invokestatic, invokespecial, or invokeinterface) is
encountered in the decode stage and the target method is
called for the first time. 

We shall use the code snippet in Figure 1 to explain the
bytecode-trace extraction procedure; the code is taken
from the SPECjvm98/201_compress benchmark. In
bytecode-trace extraction, the operand stack is simulated
and the stack depth is tracked, starting with a stack depth
of 0, at the beginning of each Java method. As each
bytecode instruction is processed, the stack depth is
calculated. When the stack depth reaches 0, the current
bytecode-trace is ended and a new bytecode-trace is
started. In Figure 1, there are 6 bytecode-traces within the
basic block.
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--------------------------------------------------------
72:aload_0           sp (1)         start trace
73:dup               sp+=1 (2)
74:getfield #31      sp-=1, SP+=1 (2)             in_count++
77:iconst_1          sp+=1 (3)
78:iadd              sp-=2, sp+=1 (2)
79:putfield #31      sp-=2 (0)      end trace

82:iload_3           sp (1)         start trace
83:aload_0           sp+=1 (2)
84:getfield #34      sp-=1,sp+=1 (2)              fcode =
87:ishl              sp-=2,sp+=1 (1)               (((int)c <<  
88:iload #4          sp+=1 (2)                        maxbits)+
90:iadd              sp-=2,sp+=1 (1)                  ent)
91:istore_1          sp-=1 (0)      end trace

92:iload_3           sp (1)         start trace
93:iload #7          sp+=1 (2)
95:ishl              sp-=2,sp+=1 (1)              i=((c<<hshift)^
96:iload #4          sp+=1 (2)                        ent)
98:ixor              sp-=2,sp+=1 (1)
99:istore_2          sp-=1 (0)      end trace

100:aload_0          sp (1)         start trace
101:getfield #30     sp-=1,sp+=1 (1)              htab
104:astore #8        sp-=1 (0)      end trace

106:aload #8         sp (1)         start trace
108:getfield #47     sp-=1,sp+=1                  temphtab =
111:iload_2          sp+=1 (2)                      htab.of(i)
112:iaload           sp-=2,sp+=1 (1)
113:istore #8        sp-=1 (0)      end trace

115:iload #8         sp (1)         start trace
117:iload_1          sp+=1 (2)                   if(htab.of[i]==
118:if_icmpne 134    sp-=2 (0)      end trace       fcode)

Figure 1. Bytecode-trace extraction process; code
snippet  from SPECjvm98/ 201_compress

There can be one or more bytecode-traces within a
basic block, and in a few rare cases a trace can extend
beyond a basic block. A bytecode-trace that ends within a
basic block is called a complete bytecode-trace, and that
which extends beyond a basic block is an incomplete
bytecode-trace. An incomplete bytecode-trace is stack



dependent on the bytecode-trace of a following basic
block, which is again an incomplete bytecode-trace that
depends on the former. If the end of the trace is a control
transfer instruction, then the bytecode-trace may end in
any one of the next basic blocks, primary or alternate
basic block, depending on the path the execution control
takes. Incomplete bytecode-traces, each of which typically
spans two or more basic-blocks, are run sequentially on
the same stack. Our study reveals that more than 95% of
the bytecode-traces are complete.

Table 3. An Incomplete trace spanning multiple
basic blocks   ����� �����
	�� ������ 	���� � .

Basic block#:
trace#

Bytecode
sequence

Comments

 bb1: t1

 bb2: t2

 bb3: t3

b1: iload x
b2: iload y
b3: ifeq b8

b4: iload y
b5: idiv
b6: istore z
b7: goto b11

b8: iconst_1
b9: idiv
b10: istore z

bb1 ends;  t1 ends incompletly

next primary  BB (of bb1) starts

end of trace t1 (complete)

next secondary  BB (of bb1) starts

end of trace t1 (complete)

In the example of Table 3, if a control transfer takes
place from instruction b3 to b8, then the incomplete trace
t1 of basic block 1 and the incomplete trace t3 of the basic
block 3 should be scheduled to execute on the same stack.
The bytecode-trace scheduling logic should take care of
scheduling such incomplete trace-pairs on the same stack. 

Once the bytecodes are extracted, information on the
bytecode-traces, including the trace-id, trace-start PC,
trace-end PC, and the basic-block id, as well as additional
information such as, inter-trace dependency constraints,
folding information, etc., is stored in a basic block trace
table (BBTT) in the proposed architecture. The BBTT is
subsequently accessed by the trace fetch logic and trace
scheduler.

3.2. Local Variable Dependence Analysis

In addition to stack operands, data dependencies on
local variables can exist within and across bytecode
traces. Dependencies within a trace are resolved through
sequential execution of bytecode instructions and
dependencies across a pair of bytecode- traces are
resolved in the bytecode-trace extraction procedure,
during the method verification stage. Local variables are
allocated and accessed with constant indices in Java.
Hence static analysis of local variable data dependence
across bytecode is possible and sufficient. Therefore, the
appropriate information for local variables dependencies
across bytecode-traces is extracted statically and is stored
in BBTT. For each bytecode-trace, the ids of other
bytecode-traces on which it is dependent on are stored in
the BBTT entry. 

Memory dependency arising from object reference,
such as class and arrays, are speculated and detected
only during run-time. Since only bytecode-traces that are

wholly contained within a basic block are scheduled for
execution, control dependence analysis between bytecode-
traces is not necessary.

3.3. Folding and Nested Folding

In our approach we use the same set of folding groups
as implemented in picoJava II [14]. The folded
instructions are similar in format to 3-address
instructions. Nested folding is performed by recursively
applying folding on bytecode sequences that have folded
instructions. A folded bytecode instruction replaces a
sequence of bytecodes and it may alter the subsequent
instructions and their target addresses. Hence, the
instruction and target address are recalculated for the
entire method. The folded instructions along with the
bytecodes of a method are stored in a method instruction
buffer and also in a method cache during the execution of
the method. 

4. SMTI Java Processor Architecture

We propose a five stage Java processor pipeline with
instruction-fetch, decode, issue, execute and store/commit
stages. The schematic block diagram of the SMTI Java
processor architecture is shown in Figure 2.

4.1. Trace Fetch and Decode

The instructions are fetched from a method cache. The
bytecode-trace fetch logic uses the trace information in the
BBTT to select traces that are free from local variable
dependency. The traces are selected from the same basic
block. The program-counter values of selected traces are
passed to Instruction Fetch (IF) controller, which then
fetches the bytecode instructions from the method cache.
After fetching all the traces of a basic block, the trace
fetch logic starts selecting the traces from the next basic
block as predicted by the branch predictor. We assume a
simple 2-bit branch prediction using a Branch Prediction
Table (BPT).

We propose a decoder similar to that of picoJava-II
decoder to handle both bytecode instructions and folded
instructions. The decoded instructions are placed in the
decoded trace buffer (DTB). The DTB is implemented as
multiple small buffers to separately hold decoded
instructions from each trace. The number of such buffers
is twice the issue width, which is the maximum number of
instructions that the trace scheduler can issue in a cycle, to
keep the scheduler busy. 

4.2. Trace Scheduler

Bytecode-traces have no stack dependence and hence
can be executed in parallel. Further the fetched traces do
not have any local variable dependence among
themselves. Among the traces in DTB, the trace scheduler
selects some based on a priority function that depends on
the available resources; such a function could be simply



based on the trace-ids. The instruction issue order within a
bytecode-trace is in-order, whereas instruction issue
between bytecode-traces is out-of-order. Memory
dependencies between traces are speculated with the
initial assumption that there is no memory dependency
across traces. Each selected trace is assigned a dedicated
operand stack (OPstack) and a Reservation Station (RS).
From the selected bytecode-traces, one instruction from
each trace is issued to a dedicated RS. The trace scheduler
maintains sufficient trace program-counters to keep track
of the issued traces.

Figure 2. Multi-trace instruction issue (SMTI) Java
processor architecture.

4.3. Bytecode-Trace Execution

The RS controls the operand movement among a
dedicated OPstack, the shared local variable registers
(LV-Reg), and a pool of functional units. The operands
for the instructions may be loaded from or stored to any
one of several locations -- the OPstack, LV-Regs, and the
data cache. The RS gets the required operands from any of
these source locations, and dispatches them to the
functional unit or to the OPstack (in the case of
instructions which push onto or pop from OPstack). Each
OPstack is implemented as a register stack cache, as in the
picoJava processor [14], in order to enable parallel access
of stack operands for folded Java instructions. Each
bytecode-trace does run-time local variable Writes with

the per-trace local variable reorder buffer (LV-ROB).
Reads of the shared local variable register are passed
through the LV-ROB to ensure that any WAR hazards are
avoided. The organization of LV-ROB is similar to that of
a reorder buffer in a superscalar processor [19].

4.4. Memory Mis-Speculation Handling

The out-of-order memory dependency between
bytecode-traces is detected at run-time by the memory
hazard-detection logic. The memory-hazard unit basically
consists of a load buffer, a store buffer and comparator
circuits [19]. The trace id is stored along with the data in
each entry of the load and store buffers. Further, we
assume that the trace-ids uniquely specify the program
order, i.e., the larger the trace id, the later the trace
appears in the basic block. The speculative stores (from
traces that are executing out of program order) are always
written into the store buffer. A speculatively executed
load instruction may take the value from the store buffer,
if there is an entry in the buffer corresponding to a store
from this or an earlier trace to this address location;
otherwise, the value is loaded from the D-Cache.

Figure 3. Memory dependency detection at run
time across multiple speculated traces T2,T3,etc.,
with the program order trace (non-speculative) T1.

The conditions in which the memory dependencies are
detected are shown in Figure 3. When a load or store is
executed, the following actions are carried out by the
memory hazard-detection logic: (i) A search is done on
the load/store buffer to check whether some other trace
running out-of-order (with a greater trace id) has issued a
memory write. (ii) If so, the dependency type (RAW,
WAR, or WAW) is determined by comparing the trace-ids
and checking the operation type. (iii) If the dependency is
a WAR, the current trace fetches the data from the data
cache, ignoring the value in the load/store buffer that has



beenmodifiedby theeldertraces(asshownin Figure3b).
(iv) If thedependencyis a WAW, thecurrenttracemakes
a separateentry in the storebuffer. Multiple store-buffer
entrieswith the sameaddress,by different traceids, will
not introducean inconsistency,sinceat tracecommitonly
theentry storemadeby a highesttraceid will be flushed
in to theD-cache.(v) If thedependencyis a RAW, which
is a true dependency,theelder tracesandtheir dependent
tracesaresquashedandrescheduled(asshownin Figures
3a and 3c).

Thefollowing actionsarecarriedout to squasha trace:
(i) all the entriesof the victim tracein the LV-ROB are
deleted;(ii) all the load/storeentriesmadeby the victim
tracein the load/storebuffer areinvalidated;and (iii) the
OPstack assigned for the trace is cleared.

4.5. Trace Commit

Whenthe last instructionof a tracethat is executingin
the programorder (non-speculativetrace)completes,the
local variablesmodified by the trace from LV-ROB are
written to LV-Regsandthe traceis saidto becommitted.
At the sametime, the trace'scommittedvalue in the load
/store buffers is flushed to the data cache.

5. Performance Results

We simulate the proposedarchitectureby modifying
the open sourceJavaVM interpreterKaffe [7]. Nested
folding is implementedusing folding groupssimilar to
that of picoJava-II and extended to multiple nesting levels.
We used SPECjvm98[20], Scimark [17], and Linpack
[11] benchmarks.The data set used for SPECjvm98
applicationsis s1. The ScimarkandLinpack benchmarks
were includedin order to study the benefitsof byte-code
tracing on scientific workloads. 

Figure 4. Available bytecode traces within a basic
block in SPECjvm98 applications.

First, we determinethe amountof availablebytecode-
tracelevel parallelismwithin a basicblock. In measuring
the availableparallelism,we haveconsideredinter-trace

local-variable data dependency, but not memory
dependency.Figure 4 showsthe availableparallelism,a
dynamic performance measure, in SPECjvm98
applications.From Figure 4, we observe that in the
variousbenchmarkprogramsthat we used,75%- 95%of
the basicblocks haveonly one trace.The instancewhen
two tracesoccur in a basicblock rangefrom 2% to 9%;
and for the caseswhere three or four tracesin a basic
block rangesfrom 1% to 9%. In someof theapplications
there are very few basic blocks that contain more than
four traces.Hence,we choseto implementa 4-way trace
issue bytecode-trace scheduler in our experiments. 

We also report the software overhead involved in
performing trace extraction, inter-trace dependency
analysisand folding during methodverification stagein
Table 4. On an average,the softwareoverheadis about
28% of the method verification time. The method
verification procedureitself accountsfor lessthan5% of
the total execution time. 

To study the gain in ILP and speedupwith SMTI
architecture,we rantwo typesof simulation:onein which
every bytecodeinstruction takesa single cycle, and the
other in which the numberof cycles taken by different
bytecodesvary accordingto the picoJavaspecification.
The former is useful in determining ILP gain or ILP
speedup purely from the multiple instruction issue
viewpoint. The latter is helpful in determiningthe actual
speedup, which is indicative of the actual performance
gain in an SMTI architecture.In our simulation,we have
assumed an ideal instruction cache.

Table 4. Software overhead in bytecode-trace
extraction, inter-trace dependency analysis, folding
and nested folding.

Application

Time   taken   to   perform 
  (in % of method verification time)

inter-trace
extraction and

dependency
analysis

folding nested folding Total

compress 22.00% 0.50% 2.60% 25.10%
jess 18.00% 0.40% 2.20% 20.60%
db 25.00% 0.50% 3.00% 28.50%
javac 27.00% 0.60% 3.00% 30.60%
jack 31.00% 0.70% 4.00% 35.70%
mtrt 27.00% 0.70% 3.20% 30.90%
mpegaudio 20.00% 1.00% 4.50% 25.50%
scimark 23.00% 0.50% 6.00% 29.50%
linpack 24.00% 0.50% 3.00% 27.50%

The ILP gain on a SMTI architecturewith bytecode-
trace issue for the different benchmarksis depicted in
Figure 5. The effects of simple and nestedfolding on
bytecode-tracesarealsoshown(thesetof barsdenotedby
SMTI in the figure). The results are comparedwith a
single-issueJava processor(like picoJava)with simple
and nestedfolding (the set of bars shown as SI in the
figure). The instructionwindow for nestedfolding is the
entirebasicblock in thecaseof single-issue;for themulti-
trace issue, the window is limited to the length of a
bytecode-trace. 
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Figure 5. ILP speedup gain: SMTI machine vs. the in-order single-issue (SI) stack machine.
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Figure 6. Overall speedup: single-issue (SI) stack machine vs. SMTI machine.

The ILP gain with multi-trace issue over single-
instruction issue is observed (refer to Figure 5) to range
from 3% to 16% for all applications, except mpegaudio,
where the gain is 76%. We can see the ILP gain increases
with nested folding, even on a single-issue architecture,
from 16% to 88%. When nested folding is enabled on
SMTI, the ILP increases further, ranging from 16% to
141%. 

Table 5. Percentage of instructions executed in
parallel on a SMTI architecture.

Applications
Number of instructions executed in parallel

2 3 4

MI MI+NF MI MI+NF MI MI+NF
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   MI: with multi-trace instruction issue on the bytecodes
   MI + NF: with multi-trace instruction issue on the folded instructions

The actual speedup obtained using non-unit latencies
for instructions, is shown in Figure 6. With just bytecode-
trace issue on a SMTI architecture, an improvement of
2% to 14% is observed, and with nested folding included
the speedup ranges from 9% to 28% for all applications,
except mpegaudio. Compared to this, in-order single issue
(SI) achieved an actual speedup of only XX% to YY%.
The actual speedup gain for mpegaudio is 72% with SMTI
and increases to 109% for SMTI with nested folding.  

The reasons for the much higher performance observed
in mpegaudio is that the code contains more traces within
a basic block, and these are executable in parallel. Table 5
shows the percentage of instructions executed in parallel
with multi-trace-issue and multi-trace-issue with nested
folding. The percentage of two, three and four instructions
executed in parallel is much higher for mpegaudio than
for any other applications.

Let us quickly compare the performance of SMTI with
the previous research work of in-order multi-issue of the
folded Java instructions [15]. As per the results declared
in [15], the proportion of instructions that was executed in
parallel ranged from 11% to 21% for two instructions,
whereas that for three instructions remained at less than



3%; andtherewere no setsof four instructionsexecuted
in parallel. Table 5 shows that with SMTI, where
simultaneousmulti-trace-issueis combinedwith nested
folding, higher ILP can be exploited.

Table 6. Average (geometric mean) speedup with
bytecode-folding, multi-trace issue and the
combination of both for the taken benchmark set.

With SI + NF With SMTI With SMTI + NF

ILP gain 43.00% 13.50% 54.00%
speedup gain 12.40% 12.00% 24.50%

Lastly, we report certain statistics on local-variable
memorydependenceand tracesquashingdueto memory
dependencemis-speculation.On an average,over the
benchmarksusedin our study,15% of the traceshavea
local-variabledependencewith anothertracein the same
basicblock. The numberof tracessquasheddueto mis-
speculation account for less than 2% of the total
(dynamic) tracesfor all applications.Thus we find the
squashingoverheaddue to memory dependence mis-
speculationis very small, possibly becausethe traces
running speculativelyin parallel are limited to a single
basic block.

To summarize,the geometricmeanof ILP gain and
thatof actualgainin speedupover all theapplicationsare
shownin Table6. With SMTI andnestedfolding, theILP
gain is 54% and the actual speedupgain is 25%. We
anticipate that speculative simultaneous multi-trace
instruction issue, which issuesinstructionsfrom traces
beyondbasicblock, in a control speculativemanner,will
yield even better performance.

6. Conclusions

A new technique called bytecode-traceshas been
proposedto exploit Java-ILP.We havealsoproposedan
architecture,the SimultaneousMulti-Trace Issue(SMTI)
architecture, to schedule multiple traces on different
operandstacksin parallel. Further the effect of folding
and nestedfolding with bytecode-traceexecutionon the
SMTI Javaprocessorhas beenstudied,and it hasbeen
shown that combining multi-trace issue with nested
folding hassignificantly increasedtheaverageILP overa
single issue bytecode processor. The bytecode-trace
extractionandnestedfolding aredonein software,during
bytecode verification phase, eliminating the need for
additional hardware.

Our immediatefuture work will be to extendparallel
bytecode-traceexecutionbeyond single basic blocks to
exploit greater Java-ILP.
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